Clicker Questions

Topic, After Slide #, Time

**Constants, Slide 32, 1 min**

When should you define a variable in the Constants class?

1. When you use the variable in more than one place
2. **Whenever the variable's value will not change throughout the course of the program**
3. When the variable's name is really long
4. All of the above

**Panes/Pane Organizer, Slide 50, 1 min**

What is the best practice for setting up graphical scenes (according to CS15)?

1. Absolutely position everything using trial and error, and use as few panes as possible.
2. Have any shape be contained in its own pane, and only make classes for composite shapes of more than 5 shapes.
3. **Use a top-level class, make classes for more complicated shapes, and store composite shapes, or just generally related objects, within panes.**

**Composite Shapes, Slide 48, 1 min**

How much setup of a composite shape should be done in the Pane Organizer?

1. None
2. **Setting up the pane**
3. Filling in the color
4. All of the setup